Problem Statement

The field station is a one-year-round facility that supports the work of the scientific community as well as provides opportunities for engagement with the broader
community at large. Instant installation and recycling are the topic that need to focus on. This project will be an opportunity to speculate on the nature and needs of scientific
research; the programs will vary depending on the site been chosen and the research being performed, however, all of the facilities should include the following:
- Research Laboratory
- Processing facilities related to research
- Educational Seminar Spaces
- Overnight accommodation and amenities for up to 12 visitors
In addition to the site analysis and conceptual development, each group will develop a deployment strategy for their intervention that makes use of some level of
prefabrication

Concept

Our concept of the project is to maximize the efficiency of the construction, and logically create a highly efficient form and system with an aesthetic feature in term of
its location in Greenland where experiences extremely severe weather condition. It’s a scientific field station for geology research to explore the abundant mineral and other nature
resource in Greenland.
The main problem for our project is how to create an efficient system to fully support their work and daily life under severe climate condition. Therefore, an integrative
design is very necessary, which relating structure (snow loads, wind loads and sustainability), environmental system (snow accumulation, energy circulation, lighting efficiency,
interior quality and thermal insulation), and the most important: prefabrication and assembly (space flexibility, structural connection, furniture assembling, disassembly and
recycling).
To begin with, we designed two types of modules: 1) a round unit for dormitory and small space; 2) triangular unit for research and large space. The design from section
induce the integration of different functional space into one unit. The space above slab is for people while the space below is for mechanical use. Again, maximizing the space
efficiency is emphasized. Different layers of material are compressed in 1-foot depth structure.
The overall area of the field station is around 3,000 sqft. The suggested layout is based on the principle: living at south, researching at north, which can expose most
of the living space to the sun and provide constant natural light for the research. The area arrangement is based on the requirement of the using frequency of different facilities.
Maximizing the function efficiency of different space and give convenience to the researcher or visitors.

Ultimate purpose

Our ultimate purpose is to create a manufacturing chain (see the diagram below) to give swift and comprehensive service for different research institutions, and create
a systematic way to optimizing the customizing design service. Instead of a single building, the whole system includes assembling and disassembling kit, energy system (wind
turbines and solar panels), transportation solutions, and supplies and rubbish-disposal.
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Function Division

1. Research Storage
2. Research Lab
3. Research Office
4. Restroom
5. Garage
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7. Food Storage
8. Bathroom
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10. Corridor
11. Meeting Area
12. Helipad
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After interviewed a
geology researcher, we
get brief information about
the researchers' daily affairs: what
do they need for their research or
living. Further interview indicate the using
frequency of different function areas.
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The research station is located on intacted land most
of the time. The waste which users produced should
be carefully dealt with or it may harm the fragile
surrounding environment. So most of the energy is
collected through solar and wind. The disposable
resource like water and organic waste can be
recycled. (There is enough room for different kinds of
processing equipments under the floor slab level)
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Each unit should be pre- manufacture
in factory before been transported for
on site construction. Considering the
severe weather condition researchers
may come across with, the selection of
material should be extremely careful.
For example, insulation material should
be of high efficiency. Vacumn insulation
panel is a kind of high efficiency
material three times of traditional
insulation.
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To ultilize the circular space most
efficiently, the best way is to develop
settings perfectly fitting to the interior
space. Using circle as 'tool' to form
will not only maxmizing the space
usage efficiency but also achieve a
nature aethetic.

One of the big challenge when
constructing on site is how to seal
the gaps between different unit.
Except from the bolt, gap slab, jusket
and interior wraping are applied
to fully seal the gap, thus sheerly
isolate interior from exterior extreme
environment
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Light Efficiency Analysis
The light requirements for the research area is critical which has
a direct relation with the working efficiency of the staffs. A rigid
exploration on the ideal light sources locations and directions is
necessary.
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The architecture tectonic of Unit
B is different from Unit A due to
its space function importance.
A bridge beam is introduced to
conduct and integate electricity
wires at upper space. The beam
also act as hangers of the lights.
The wires extend to the wall
and go under floor slab to get
prepared for invisible sockets.
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Aggregate all the data together and a
gradient pattern which clearly shows
the ideal area to allocate the light
source. This kind of detailed
design strategy will be
comprehensively applied
to different parts of the
projects.
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In order to be transported
efficiently, furnitures should also
be compacted packaged. The
largest of the furniture part is
the table slab. Other components
could be seized within the
range of the 'rectangle' during
transportation which again
reduce the occupation of space.
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requirement
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